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Abstract: In our study, we propose a collaborative approach by
using cluster computing with the help of parallel machines for
fast isolation of SPAM and HAM. A cluster approach can
increase the computing power many folds with existing hardware
and resources thus by increasing the speed of processing without
incurring any extra cost. In this study, we only use header based
filtering method, thus by keeping the privacy of the user intact.
The standard test set for HAM and SPAM from Spam Assassin
[1][2] is used. Two types of parallel environments are used in this
research. First is where multiple Anti Spam methods are used in
the parallel environment against the test corpora and false
positive and false negative accuracy recorded. The second
parallel environment is where standard test corpora are divided
into parts and fed into parallel machine environment with single
anti spam method used at all machines and the time saving is
recorded against standalone machine being used. Weka Data
Mining Software is used to apply the anti-spam methods
(available at http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/) [3].
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I. INTRODUCTION
Electronic mail is still a very cost effective
communication method but is also targeted by hackers to
use it as a method to spread the virus, phishing, malicious
code, unnecessary advertising etc. Email is very handy and
convenient to use but is also misused by many. Although
other communication media like Facebook, Twitter, and
chat programs have come there is a steady growth in the use
of email and also the number of spam have increased. The
usage of e-mail service has grown at a exponential rate.
There was an increase of 5% since 2010 which on an
average amounts to 538.1 million messages sent daily
during 2015 [4]. The volume of spam was 89-92 % during
2008 (Message Anti Abuse Working Group) [5]. The
growth of Spam has been phenomenal 7% over last 3 years
[6].
Spam emails are becoming a major concern to email users
and are adversely affecting the email users. HAM is a
genuine mail that recipient is intended to receive and SPAM
is a spurious mail that is sent from unreliable sources in bulk
to thousands of users with mala fide intentions. Spam is sent
intentionally to users where the receiver is not supposed to
receive it. Spam operators try to extract sensitive
information of a user by luring them with attractive offers.
As the Email user base is very huge, therefore the damage
in terms of time wasted in opening these emails, sensitive
information leaked and efforts in segregating these mails
from HAM mail is also very huge. There is no consensus
regarding the financial cost incurred due to spam.

But during a survey USA alone incurred loss of $40
billion due to spam in 2003 [1]
As there are large numbers of methods to separate HAM
and SPAM, it is difficult to narrow down to a single method
that can generate very less false positive rate. Though there
are many methods and algorithms to counter spam problem,
no single method or algorithm is perfect. Many HAM mails
are marked as SPAM during the isolation process. This
situation of wrongly isolating HAM as SPAM is termed as
False.
Positive. In another situation, many SPAM mails are
marked as HAM. This situation of wrongly isolating SPAM
as HAM is termed as False Negative. Machine Learning
Self adaptive methods like SVM, HMM and also Non
Machine Learning methods like KNN are quite effective. In
this research, two separate scenarios are explored. First is a
collaborative approach where multiple methods are used.
Both methods machine and non machine learning are used
in a parallel environment to increase the efficiency and
accuracy of separating Ham and Spam mails. The accuracy
is increased by reducing the False Positive and False
Negative Rate and the efficiency is increased by using
parallel environment. The second scenario is to use single
spam segregation method multiple times in a parallel
environment to increase the speed of SPAM and HAM
isolation.
This paper is organized in six different sections. The first
section focuses on the related work in the areas of machine
and non machine learning methods used for email
classification as HAM or SPAM. The second section takes
an insight of the collaborative approach for spam controlling
and the related work in this area. The third section talks
about the spam avoidance techniques i.e. either to detect
spam on the basis of the origin or detect it once it is received
at the mail server.
The fourth section is about feature extraction from an
Email Header. This section highlights the features like to,
from, cc, bcc, subject that are to be extracted. It also shows
the adaptive approach for header feature extraction based on
the length of the email subject header. This section also
takes a look at generating new rules and collaborative
approach for feature extraction. The section five presents
information about Email Corpus Analysis for classification.
Various corpus are analyzed for suitable selection for this
research. Four corpus are used together for a wider scope.
The last section the sixth section analysis the collaborative
approach for classifying emails as HAM and SPAM.
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This section explores the use of complete corpus with
different machine and non machine algorithms in a
collaborative manner for classification of emails.
II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Section I-Machine and Non Machine learning methods
There are two major categories Machine Learning and
Non Machine Learning used for filtering Spam. Non
Machine learning methods use White-Listing, Black-Listing
and keyword search approach to filter out spam [7]. Non
Machine Learning approach is easy to implement and
experiment, therefore there are high chances of spammers
bypassing through Non Machine Learning approaches. But
strong keyword searching and constant updating of whitelist
and blacklist can still have a higher rate of success. Machine
Learning
Approach
highly
matches
with
text
characterization, thus attracts the interest of researchers.
Researchers have applied many Machine Learning
approaches like support vector machines, memory-based
learning, Ripper rule-based learning, boosting decision trees,
rough sets, neural networks, Bayesian classifiers, and fuzzy
logic [7]. Most email classification approaches follow single
algorithm text classification method. Rough set theory or
rough set theory based methods are most popular among the
researchers for email classification. Emails are not written as
they are supposed to be written when they are used for the
malicious task. In these cases, emails are hard to classify,
but rough set theory handles email which is incomplete,
inconsistent, imprecise pretty well [8]. Some researchers
used data mining approach like support vector machine
(SVM), neural network, naive Bayesian or rough set theory.
But the problem was that these methods were used with a
fixed set of rules [8]. Researchers like Chouchoulas, Zhao
and Zhang, Zhao and Zhu only experimented with keyword
frequency for spam rule generation.
Section II - Collaborative approach
Many solutions are given for spam classification under
standalone servers. Some of the solutions provided on
standalone servers are Counter Attack, Opt-Outlist, Spam
filter. Standalone servers have limited computing power
and speed, thus it is difficult for standalone servers to filter
out a new type of spam mails [8]. Any new type of spam
mail requires new rules to be generated and used. The
collaborative approach has the computing power and the
necessary speed to generate and use new anti spam rules as
and when required.
Section III - Spam avoidance
SPAM can be dealt in two ways, i.e. either check and
block spam at originating place or while receiving the mail,
check and classify it as HAM or SPAM. Servers that allow
another server to use them as an intermediate channel to
forward messages are targeted by spammers. These
unattended servers with low security are termed as Botnets
[9][10]. Due to use of Botnets by spammers and constantly
changing originating place, it is difficult to check spam at
originating place itself. There are some servers that are
black listed for spreading SPAM or being used as a channel
to spread SPAM. The IP addresses of these servers are black
listed and distributed to mail servers. Mails coming from
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servers with blacklisted IP addresses are termed as SPAM
straightway without applying any kind of analysis. Since the
source is not trusted, the mails are directly termed as spam.
Many open proxy servers are present on the internet. These
servers are also targeted by the spammers to spread SPAM.
In case of open proxy server used by spammers it becomes
difficult to identify the actual source of email. The second
method of checking email and classifying it as HAM and
SPAM is once the email is received at the mail server. This
method is an effective method and is used in this research.
Section IV - Feature Extraction of Email Header.
Email classification is done on the basis of header features
thus by keeping the content privacy of the sender intact [11].
In many countries email content scanning is an illegal
process. Therefore we confine ourselves to header extraction
process only. It is shown that the accuracy of classification
of emails as HAM or SPAM by using only header features is
as good as using the content of the email. In case of noncontent base spam classification, header feature based spam
filtering is most effective and accepted [12]. Scanning the
emails by content not only breaches the privacy of the
sender but also slows down the process of classification of
emails. Header Features like From, To, CC, BCC, Subject,
parts of the subject, words used in the subject, number of
characters used in a subject are used as input to email
classification method. This research tries to improve the
accuracy of the classification by extracting more number of
header features. The algorithm used here adapts itself to
extract features of long headers, short headers, and smartly
written headers. Spammers are cleaver to manipulate words,
writing words cleverly to avoid detection. Words like
Money written as M0ney, mo.ney, m o n e y, mooney etc.
are some of the tricks used by spammers. Header Features
Extraction is an important aspect of this research. Header
features like From, To, CC, BCC, attachment, subject are
common features that are used to scan email. It is easy to
classify mails coming from a known spam source, but the
challenge is to classify mails that look genuine but are not
genuine. It is also suspicious if there are multiple numbers
of receivers of the mail. Carbon Copy (CC) and Blind
Carbon Copy (BCC) if used, then very likely it can be
classified as SPAM. This is because spammers target is to
spread SPAM as much as possible and BCC can hold many
recipient addresses [13]. Genuine mails have all the
parameters like recipient address in ‘To’ field, a decent
subject of a line or two. Genuine mails normally do not use
BCC field of the email. On the other hand, spammers use
BCC to reach out to more number of email users and also
there is no restriction on the number of emails address that
can be used in the BCC field [12]. The research aims at an
adaptive and collaborative approach to develop rules based
on corpus analysis to make SPAM and HAM apart. The
feature extraction from the subject line of an email is most
crucial. The following rules are followed to extract features
from the subject of an email to mark them as SPAM.
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a. Algorithm
o Unigram approach:- Single word matching words with
suspicious words like the lottery, free, gift, Adult, sex etc.
o N-Gram approach:- Multiple words or combination of
words matching with suspicious words like free credit card,
buy for free, give bank details, Congrats First winner etc.
o No subject.
o Long subject line, more than 250 words.
o Count frequency of each word, suspicious if the
frequency of a suspicious word is high.
o Gaps used in words like money written as M O N E Y.
o Deliberately misspelled words like Medicine written as
Med1cine.
o Identifying cleverly written subject lines “Get Insurance
amount without Insurance”.
o For receiver address, BCC field used instead of To
field.
o Rules are also generated while training the algorithm
from the already labeled data.
o If no rule matches, then algorithm adapts itself and uses
KNN (K-Nearest-Neighbor) method to find out how near it
is to a SPAM classification rule. If it is nearer to a rule and
within acceptable distance D, then it can be classified as
SPAM. In case the rule does not fall near to any SPAM rule
then a new rule is created by taking header feature and
classifying it as HAM.
The figure-3 shows a collaborative approach that is
followed in header feature extraction. Since header feature
extraction is a time consuming process, we propose here a
collaborative approach where email header is fed to the
parallel machine for faster header feature extraction. Header
features from each mail are extracted and stored separately
and in the next stage HAM, SPAM isolation is done.
b. Block Diagram of work

These corpus sources have been effectively used by many
researchers. Out of these Spam-Assassin corpus has been
widely used and accepted by researchers for HAM and
SPAM classification. More than 9000 messages are present
in Spam Assassin. Even percentage of SPAM and HAM is
suitable for experimental results.
The research proposes corpus from various places instead
from one place.
 Own generated corpus contains 1000 emails from
previous six months. Emails collected in such a way are
manually classified first as HAM and SPAM.
 Spam Assassin is a standard corpus used by many
researchers. Even number of HAM and SPAM mails are
present in this corpus. In this research 9000 emails are used
for classification.
 Ling-Spam is also a standard corpus that is available at
http://csmining.org [14].
 CSDMC-Spam Base is another email corpus that is
available at http://csmining.org.
Section VI – Collaborative approach for email
classification
Weka data mining tool is to be used to apply machine
learning and non machine learning methods on the corpus.
A collaborative approach is followed by creating a parallel
environment by combining hardware machine in a cluster
format. The first collaborative approach, as shown in figure1, uses multiple methods. Each machine takes care of a
method with complete dataset. Multiple rules improve the
spam filtering accuracy [8].
In this research, both supervised as well as non supervised
machine learning methods are used. The supervised machine
learning methods will be used to classify the emails at the
first stage. For classifying the emails that are not classified
in the first stage, non- supervised machine learning methods
like clustering will be used.

Fig. 1 Block Diagram for feature extraction
Section V – Email Corpus Analysis for classification
Corpus selection is one of the major factors for
classification accuracy. Corpus can be generated by
collecting emails from reliable email users or collected from
standard corpus. Some of the reliable corpus available are
SpamAssassin, Ling-Spam, PU1 to PU3, Spam-Base.
Fig. 2 Flow chart for separating HAM & SPAM

Table. 1 Reliability vs Acceptability
Corpus
Own
Generated
SpamAssassin
Ling-Spam
CSDMCSpam

% age of usage in
experiments
10

Reliability and
Acceptability
Low

50

High

20

Medium

20

Medium
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This research also apply an innovative idea to tag each
email with likely percentage of email being SPAM, instead
of out rightly classifying it as SPAM or HAM. If a SPAM
tag percentage is zero that means the email is a genuine and
is a HAM.
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III. RESULT ANALYSIS
The complete classification process is explained in figure
3. The email corpus selected is already labeled as HAM or
SPAM. The corpus is used in the parallel machine for faster
header feature extraction. Classification rules are already fed
into the database. The classification starts by dividing the
corpus into N equal sets and feeding each training set and to
be classified set to the parallel environment shown in figure
4. The variable N is adjustable to fine tune the accuracy.
Table. 2 Decision table for Classification

Fig. 3 Single SPAM segregation
In case SPAM tag percentage is 100 that means the email
is SPAM. Every extracted feature which matches the rule
adds to the percentage. The adaptive algorithm gives
percentage 25%, 50%, 75% to emails scanned for
classification. The percentage at the higher end indicates
that, though the email is not marked as SPAM, very likely it
is a SPAM. The percentage at the lower end indicates that,
though the email scanned is not marked as HAM but very
likely it is a HAM. A mail tagged as 50% needs more
analysis before and the decision can be made. Figure-2 takes
the approach of dividing the corpora into N equal sets and
feeding the corpora to the parallel environment. Each
machine in the parallel environment is provided with an
email training data set and an email classification data set.
The classification method that can be chosen depends on the
accuracy required. In this research Decision Tree, Rule
Based, Rough Set Theory, Naïve Based classifiers are used.
The Table -2 shows deciding parameter for each email.
The HAM emails with zero as SPAM percentage are
correctly classified emails as HAM. The HAM emails with
100 as SPAM percentage are false positive where in a HAM
genuine email is classified as SPAM. In either case, HAM
or SPAM if the percentage is 50% then it is a Not Decided
case. The cases where SPAM percentage for emails is 25,
50 or 75%, more analysis is required. In these cases, each
email needs to be reanalyzed with new rules. New rules can
be generated with the help of KNN method where in emails
in these cases are clustered with correctly classified emails
and reclassification is done.

IV. CONCLUSION
The sets so formed are further used as training set and the
classification set. The process is to use the first set as
training set and the remaining N-1 sets as the sets to be
classified. In the next iteration the second set is used as the
training set and the remaining sets are sets to be classified.
The process is repeated until all the sets are used as training
sets. The emails are classified based on the spam percentage
each mail gains. The zero spam percentage for a mails
indicates that the mail is genuine i.e. it is a HAM and if the
spam percentage found is hundred percent then it indicates
that mail is SPAM. The accuracy of the classifier is found
by comparing the result with already labeled mail.
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